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Phonebooth
101 cm
225 cm
122 cm

Phonebooth incl.
side extension 

142 cm
225 cm
122 cm

Phonebooth incl.
back extension 

101 cm
225 cm
161 cm

Boston phonebooth offers many different possibilities. A private place within the open office, to make a phone call, to read, to 
concentrate, or work. lt functions as a self-standing unit, a pair or in line with multiple Boston phonebooths. The basic setup can be 
expanded with a side or a back extension.
A wide range of materials is applicable for personalizing and materializing the Boston phonebooth, varying from upholstered acoustic 
panels, glass, wood or HPL panels and whiteboards. Ventilation is integrated in the roof of the Boston, and a choice can be made of 
various electric netboxes.
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Depth
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Composition: steel frame, powder coated in Palau Basic colours with 8 or 14 upholstered panels. Half of 
the panels is positioned on the inside, half of the panels is positioned on the outside.

Glass: equipped with a glass door (96cm width) with stainless steel Boston handle and hinges. Hinges 
can be placed left or right (exception for a single freestanding Boston in combination with a side 
extension: hinges are always placed on the side of the extension). Grey or brown coloured glass is 
possible.

Including: 18mm MDF table top, finished in HPL Palau standard collection. Top finished in other HPL, 
veneer or satin lacquered is optional, on request.

Including lighting mounted in the roof (LED downlighter) and ventilation, connected with cable to connect 
to central switched electric circuit. Optionally a light sensor can be integrated in the ceiling.

Netbox possibilities: netbox MEB with 2x 230V built into a wall panel, optionally on-off switch can be 
ordered for lighting. Other modules like USB charger or data connection are possible, on request.

Option extension: an extension can be placed on the position of a side- or back panel, and includes a 
table top.

Option HPL panel: upholstered panels can be replaced with oak veneer and HPL Palau standard 
collection and whiteboards. Other materials are possible, on request.

Design: Bruno Vermeersch.


